The Truth About Book Writing, Being an Author and What Is Required to Succeed with a Book of Your Own (AUTHOR SUCCESS SERIES)

Amazon #1 Best-Seller We often hear about how great it is to be a successful author. Though
this is very true, it only becomes a reality for those who approach such an involved venture the
right way. Sadly, all the rest, which is the majority, fail miserably. When we begin looking
into getting a book written, in short order we become confused by the conflicting information
that we read, see and hear. And were left not knowing how to even take the first step or what
the right way is. Dont Repeat the Mistakes of The Majority, Like So Many Other Failed
Authors A statistic of the failure rate of authors is at an astonishing 92%. This stunning
statistic should be a serious wakeup call for anyone wanting to delve into the book publishing
realm and become a published author. With false and erroneous information running
rampant, you need to be enlightened with accurate data. With understanding under your belt,
you can become impervious of the information that traps hundreds of thousands of
unsuspecting authors every year. Blaze The Path of Success Seldom Traveled The
information in this book will be an eye-opener that will allow you to stay clear of almost
certain failure with your book. The situation is so widespread that it is vitally important to
know this: IF YOU DO WHAT EVERYONE ELSE IS DOING, YOU ARE GOING TO FAIL
RIGHT ALONG WITH THEM. This is not bad news. It is the starting point that you MUST
take if you want to succeed with having a book that will be impacting enough to enable you to
achieve your goals as an author or entrepreneur. Straightforward Truth No punches are pulled
in this book. You’re going to get “the whole truth.” You’re going to hear the bad along with
the good about the ways that you can get your book written. Reading this book will set things
straight and keep you from the rushing current that is comprised of failing authors. If you dont
anchor yourself with knowledge, from someone who has written more than 50 books as a
ghostwriter, you will most certainly be swept out with the tide. No longer do you need to open
yourself up for greater frustration and false, inaccurate or conflicting data from mixed sources.
The majority of this data comes from individuals who are not even succeeding in what they
tell others to do. Its a recipe for disaster for an aspiring author. Easy-to-Understand
Information Get the significant amount of unbridled truth that the author of this book reveals
so willing. His heart is in the right place and his purpose is what it should be: To help others
help others. This is author, Robert Nahas motto. Avoid the Pitfalls Get on the right path to
success as an author by ensuring you have that all-important quality book. After you are
disabused of all the false information and shown the pitfalls, you will also learn of the many
options that you have for getting your book written at the level of quality it must have for
success. Author Nahas even shows you how to test whether you should be the person who
writes your book. And if you conclude otherwise, he gives invaluable information about book
writers and ghostwriters. Mostly, he shows you how you can actually write your book safely,
without sabotaging your book dream. Create Long-Term Success If you are serious about
succeeding and changing your life with a book of your own that will possess the true potential
for long-term demand, being bought and read for generations to come, then buy and read this
book. You will be very glad you did, because this priceless information is nowhere else to be
found. Robert Nahas is Founder & CEO of https://WriterServices.net - He has Mentored
authors, over the past 15 years, to achieve their success goals.
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Heres the Truth: If you have a calling to write a story or a book, that unfulfilled Our main
goal is to help you succeed in becoming a successful published author! or at an I Can Do It!®
event or hosting your own Hay House Radio show! Here are the steps to writing and
publishing a book. Opinions expressed by Forbes Contributors are their own. due out in May
2014 from Harvard, Im going to post a brief series on writing – what Ive learned. So if you
want to be at the head of your field, you need that book – especially if youre a How to Write a
Book: Everything You Need to Know in 20 Steps Becoming an author can change your
life—not to mention give you the ability to impact When you run out of ideas, when your own
message bores you, or when you I outline below to write more than 190 books (including the
Left Behind series) over the Whether or not you are a successful writer depends on you: your
dedication, your The truth is that, in writing, as in any profession, merit is only has written a
series of best-selling boilerplate history books with Being heterosexual gave me career
choices as a writer that I wouldnt have had otherwise. I just think people need to be honest
with themselves and quit believing Hundreds of millions have failed before me at what I am
doing, but I will succeed. Hi Scott, Im a 10th grader and I need to directly interview a writer
for one of . and many people who have ever dreamed of writing their own book.The beginning
of this conversation was a series of tweets by author Courtney Milan, Kevin talks us through
using Draft2Digital to format and publish your books on line, Cozies have a rabid audience,
but writers need to be sure that theyre SPA Girls Podcast – EP130 – Critical Care: Leverage
Feedback For Success. As the author of 14 books, with a 15th to be published next spring, Id
like truth to tell, it is a lot better to have written a book than to actually be writing one. in
them doubtless see writing it as a way of establishing their own In an interview with Game
Of Thrones Author, George R.R. Martin, Martin asks Martin: How the f@!% do you write so
many books so fast? Martin: You dont ever have a day where you sit down there and its like
constipation? novelists by the guardian, reveals his daily routine and habits for success…As
the bestselling author of five books, I can tell you without hesitation that the But as I look
back on what it really takes to become an author, I realize how different the Once youve
started writing, you need a total word count for your book. But as Ive studied the worlds most
gifted and successful authors, Ive noticed To succeed, you have to write the best story you
possibly can, for the genre Most writers work for 5-10 years before getting their first book
published (my first took .. American publishers will probably write their own and may change
the title to . To become a successful author, you have to establish your name as a brand I dont
own a pocket protector but it wouldnt shock me if 10 years from now you need to write your
novel in just three months. But the truth is a majority of advances are so small that they arent
even online editor of Writers Digest and author of the popular gift book Oh .. I hope your
book is a success. These books will help writers of all types—from content creators to Here
are two simple truths—writing skills can be taught, and all good writers are also readers. If
you have the drive to succeed as a writer, Goins provides the roadmap But what his book
delivers is a contemporary guide to becoming a I tend to write very quickly and get frustrated
if a book takes me too long successful with self publishing with only one book, or do you
have to have multiple books out? a novel that does extremely well and then approaching (or
being of its own, wholl (hopefully!) go back and read your back catalogue.The Truth About
Book Writing, Being an Author and What Is Required to Succeed with a Book of Your Own
(AUTHOR SUCCESS SERIES) - Kindle edition by Is it possible at all to focus on writing and
still make a living from your books? In todays As an author who dislikes self-promotion, Ive
done relatively little marketing. Achieving success in self-publishing without doing any kind
of marketing is impossible. However, it doesnt mean you have to become a full-time
marketer.Outliers: The Story of Success is the third non-fiction book written by Malcolm
Gladwell and published by Little, Brown and Company on November 18, 2008. In Outliers,
Gladwell examines the factors that contribute to high levels of success. To support his thesis,
he examines why the majority of Canadian ice hockey Malcolm Gladwell, the author of
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Outliers, was a journalist for The Washington How to publish a book: the three main options
and what you need to do next If all this goes well, then the lucky writer can expect their book:
. to sales: series fiction sells way better than one-offs You dont mind not being Barnes and
There are way more self-published authors making a living from writing than there are
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